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Coach Romar Quotes 
 
Opening Statement 
“I would have to say that we made progress in a week’s time.  There were some things we wanted to concentrate on 
tonight – playing efficient basketball and doing a better job on the backboards – and we accomplished that I thought.  
In a game like that, sometimes it’s difficult, if you get a lead like that, to maintain your focus and I thought we went 
for maybe a four, five minute period where we maybe lost focus a little bit but, all in all, I thought we did a pretty 
good job of it.  We were concerned about McNeese State’s shooters and they did get it going a little bit in the second 
half and it got them going a little.  Right off the bat, they hit two three’s on us and we were concerned about that 
going in.  All in all, I thought we made progress and that’s what we’re trying to do every day is make progress.” 
 
On what they did well in the first half 
“I thought we were very active.  We did a good job with our positioning on defense; we contested all their shots.  
After they hit their first three and tried to back-door us a couple times, we settled down and I just thought our 
pressure enabled us to get out and get transitioned and score a little easier than we would’ve if we just had to come 
down every time and grind it out.” 

 

UW Player Quotes 
Jr. PG Isaiah Thomas 
 
On what stats from the game jump out at him 
Rebounding.  We rebounded real well.  That’s how we’re supposed to rebound every game, no matter who it’s 
against, we’ve gotta hit the boards.  That’s what’s going to make us the best team possible.  There’s more possession 
when we rebound. 
 
On the intensity from the start of the game 
It’s the season opener.  You want to come out as hard as possible.  Like I said earlier this week, you want to play as 
hard as you can for 40 minutes.  I felt we did that and it showed.  
 
On if this team could potentially have more depth than previous year’s teams 
Yeah, I feel like we have a lot more talent than I had my first two years.  Nothing against those teams, but we’ve got 
guys that run the floor, they can jump, shoot threes.  We don’t just do one thing, everybody does multiple things out 
there.  Big ups to my teammates, they came ready to play, and I think we’ve got a lot of talent. 
 
Fr. C Aziz N’Diaye 
 
On how he felt in his debut 
I felt okay.  I came off the bench and was ready to play and help my teammates.  Getting going on the offensive 
glass, getting rebounds.  I thought we did a pretty good job as a team crashing the offensive glass.  I’m feeling good. 
 
On his free throw shooting 
I’ve been shooting them in practice, but today, I don’t know, I just could have taken more time and knocked them 
down.  I did a poor job on my side…three for fifteen from the line…I could have done better.  I’m going to keep 
working on that. 
 



On what Romar said to him 
He didn’t say anything, just told me that I did a good job for my first game.  I’m glad that I did what I was supposed 
to do and help my teammates. 

McNeese State Coach Dave Simmons 
 
“I really had to go in and tell the guys to erase the first half.  They are a very good basketball team, and this is a 
tough venue to come into and play in.  I wasn’t disappointed in the way we came in our effort.  They had a lot more 
guys than we did, they had a lot of guys play well on the inside, and they shot very well. Obviously we wanted to 
come in and play better, but we didn’t.” 
 
“The size and length of their big guys makes it very difficult.  They are very tough on the inside.  Usually you are 
going to end up fouling them or they are going to score.  We need to come in and give a little more effort 
rebounding and playing down low then we did this game.” 
 
“For the most part I knew this game was going to be tough.  To come in here and play this team in a venue like, but 
it is a game that I feel we could have played better than we did, especially in the first half.  I am proud we shot 38 
free throws in the game, but we have to shoot better than 55%.  That is how we are going to keep games close is 
shooting well from the line.  For the most part we gave it all the effort we had, and I am proud of the way we 
played.” 
 


